ART COMMISSIONED ON BEHALF OF LEGACY DONORS
- OUR COMMUNITY SUPERHEROES

In a creative event with husband and wife “Dynamic Duo” Isaac and Rabbi Showna Brynjegard-Bialik, the Foundation proudly commissioned one-of-a-kind art pieces to honor our legacy donors – our community Superheroes! Community members from all over Orange County were invited to create custom art work incorporating comic book excerpts to form Judaic themes centered on our calendar of holidays and traditions.

“In my flames you can see the eyes, the fist, the hair of Super Girl. The power of Rosh Chodesh is symbolized in the comic figure . . . and is mirrored in the cycle of the moon that surrounds the bonfire.”

- Wiebke Light

“The theme of my papercut, ‘space, time and Shabbat,’ is to pass on to my children, grandchildren and someday great grandchildren my love of Judaism, as well as my love of science.”

- Marc Richmond

Papercut art workshop participants describe how their art pieces symbolize their legacy to our community.

“Shabbat symbolizes celebrating together as a family each week and ensuring carrying on these important traditions.”

- Sherry Haber

“I love the pomegranate and all the symbolism it has in many cultures, especially Judaism.”

- Beverly Jacobs

Art pieces will be shown at the Foundation’s upcoming Endowment Book of Life Celebration on October 29th - and ultimately displayed in Jewish institutions throughout Orange County.
“Providing a strong foundation for future generations.”  
-Joyce Neiman

“Our legacy is symbolized through tradition, love and our family line through eternity.”  
-Sharon Chase

“Legacy means community and family. In my family, Sukkot is one of our favorite holidays. We even have an Etrog tree in our backyard.”  
- Shelly Malmon

“The clock revolves around our holidays that works as glue to strengthen our idea of community.”  
- Richard Bernstein

“The mountain represents a strong, solid foundation on which our community stands. The flame represents a passion for both learning and Judaism.”  
- Adina Malmon

Foundation Executive Director Wendy Arenson focused on our community’s connection to Israel.

Temple Bat Yahm’s Karen Albert created a beautiful Sukkot themed papercut.

THE FOUNDATION’S ONLINE DONOR PORTAL IS RECEIVING A MAKEOVER.

• Intuitive grant request form
• Robust charity search
• Easy log in using email address

STAY TUNED FOR AN EMAIL UPDATE COMING SOON!